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Abstract
Scalar fields are used to represent physical quantities measured over a domain of interest.
Study of symmetric or repeating patterns in scalar fields is important in scientific data
analysis because it gives deep insights into the properties of the underlying phenomenon.
This thesis proposes three methods to detect symmetry in scalar fields. The first
method models symmetry detection as a subtree matching problem in the contour tree,
which is a topological graph abstraction of the scalar field. The contour tree induces a
hierarchical segmentation of features at different scales and hence this method can detect
symmetry at different scales. The second method identifies symmetry by comparing dis-
tances between extrema from each symmetric region. The distance is computed robustly
using a topological abstraction called the extremum graph. Hence, this method can de-
tect symmetry even in the presence of significant noise. The above methods compare
pairs of regions to identify symmetry instead of grouping the entire set of symmetric
regions as a cluster. This motivates the third method which uses a clustering analysis
for symmetry detection. In this method, the contours of a scalar field are mapped to
points in a high-dimensional descriptor space such that points corresponding to similar
contours lie in close proximity to each other. Symmetry is identified by clustering the
points in the descriptor space.
We show through experiments on real world data sets that these methods are robust in
the presence of noise and can detect symmetry under different types of transformations.
Extraction of symmetry information helps users in visualization and data analysis. We
design novel applications that use symmetry information to enhance visualization of
scalar field data and to facilitate their exploration.
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Figure 1: Symmetry is ubiquitous in scientific data sets as seen in the volume rendered
images of (top left) the temperature distribution in a Taylor-Green vortex flow simula-
tion, (middle left) a cryo-electron microscopy image of a virus, and (bottom left) a CT
scan image of a pair of knees. While human beings are endowed with special cognitive
ability that makes symmetry detection easy, automatic detection of symmetry is a chal-
lenging task for computers. This thesis proposes algorithms to identify symmetry and
show different applications that exploit symmetry information to improve visualization
and exploration of scalar field data. Symmetry-aware transfer function highlights the
symmetric regions detected by (top right) identifying similar subtrees of the contour
tree, (middle right) comparing distances between extrema using extremum graph, and
(bottom right) clustering contours in a high dimensional shape descriptor space.
